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ABSTRACT 

 

Social security service ,as an exclusive remedy to confront social dangers, is a novel phenomenon that seems to be rooted from 

European countriesat the first look.Of course this can not be denied that social security thoughts improvement ,have been speeded 

up by European countries industrialization but if it is said in other legal services _ Islam s legal service which is noticed in this 

research- there is no remedy to confront social dangers ,its truth should be doubted. Thus a research has been conducted considering 

social services right s in Examine religious jurisprudence sources. Either, in order to make the research result applicable, the effect of 

belief on rules and regulations has been evaluated so the possibility of correcting and improving Iran s social service system and 

making an Ideal Islamic society, will be assembled. 
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Foreword: 

 Human beings, according to their nature, are 

eager to be safe and protect themselves from 

different threats and dangers. Getting this aim, they 

have chosen living in mass. Transformations in 

society s economical, social and political natures , 

due to industrial revolution , has caused new relation 

and terms forming which is so novel and has not seen 

before and to tied this new outcomes, a new legal 

rules are needed. This criteria has strengthen the idea 

of social services as a peculiar way to defend against 

social threats, rooted from industrial revolution post 

happenings. Whereas basically ,rights result from 

human social relations and any right principle is best 

used in the society which it has rooted, a research 

will be necessary and initial for civilizing and 

adjusting these novel ideas with Iranian people s 

cultural basics and religious beliefs and also a step 

forward making liberal arts Islamic. Moreover, social 

services structural weakness and its appliance 

limitation in Iran, doubles the need for its organizing 

and generalization. From Islam point of view ,not 

only justice establishment and its improvement is a 

basic and necessary issue and even the purpose of 

sending prophets and books , but also is one of the 

catechism and our belief basics. In Islam, justice has 

been noticed from formative, canon, Individual and 

social dimensions .So ,social services which is in 

close relation with social justice, has special place in 

Islam and Tashayoo ideology. However its 

explanation and expression is different from what has 

been formed in industrial societies: Human beings 

have been created for God s devotion and social 

services is to protect humans from poverty and 

fortune but the last aim of humans protection from 

these dangers, is for simplifying the God s obedience 

and his praying . 

 In Islam and Tashayoo ideology (which is our 

topic) lots of ways have been predicted aiming 

justice in the society. Among tithe, Khoms, Fetriye, 

Sadaghe, Vaghf, Kaffare, Nazr, …… which each 

plays a role. What we are looking forward in this 

research , is first to understand the establishment of 

social justice and legal remedies in Emamiye Feghh 

and then finding the relations between so called legal 

remedies with social services rights and finding 

common things with social services science. Either, 

the research aims to answer these questions : Have 

social service ideas been considered In Shiaa religion 

doctrines or not? (not with the same name) How is 

the relation of social services rules condition with 

Tashayo and Emamiye doctrines? 
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1- Social services Thematic in Shiaa resources: 

1-1- Social services thematic s in Quran: 

 Social service solutions in Quran are divided in 

two main protective and insuring parts. Protective 

solutions in Quran: Protective solutions in Quran, are 

performed by social helps and relief protections. 

 

1-1-1- Protecting solutions by social help and 

services: 

 The most important issues of protective 

solutions in Quran can be pointed out as follow: 

 

a- Zakat: 

 “Zakat is a legal right which should be paid by 

the owner with taxable limited subject” .Indeed 

during Prophet Mohammad s living in Mecca and 

beginning of hegira , Muslims income from 

economic activities was low and Zakat was 

recommended. But gradually and by increasing 

Muslim s incomes , in 8
th

 year of hegira , this arbiter 

changed. 

 

B- Khoms: 

 The most comprehensive religious taxes, from 

Emamiye sview, is Khoms as it includes all Muslim s 

income and possessions and there are just some 

exceptions. The amount of this tax , is 20% in all 

cases which is not comparable with Zakat in this 

point. 

 

C- Fay and Anfal: 

 Fay, refers to the goods which Muslim society 

has owned it with out any war or fighting. Enfal 

refers to types of booties which is not shared between 

participants in the war and are considered as 

Muslims common wealth. 

 

1-1-2- Protective solutions in relief: 

 Basically, protective solutions in Quran most are 

general which include protecting individuals in all 

critical and uncritical situations. In this case , like 

many other cases , Quran has pointed out a general 

issue and left the evidence recognition on us. 

 

a- Travelers who go out of money (EbnoSSabil): 

 According to Islamic instructions, a passenger 

who loses his money and accessories during the trip, 

should be helped even if is rich at home .Holy Quran 

has great attention to people get into difficulty during 

their trip and not only in Khoms and Zakat depletion 

cases, but in other cases also has mentioned and 

insisted helping people who get in to difficulty and 

trouble. 

 

b- Immigrants and refugees: 

 With prophet Mohammad s hegira to yasreb and 

changing it to the only Islamic safe place in the area, 

gradual immigration to the place started and speeded 

up after Khandagh war. Immigrants who joined 

Prophet, had to leave all their belongings and step 

into a new land in which they knew no one. 

 Therefore this immigration entailed its specific 

problems. Ansar s support had been remarkable 

solving these problems. Ansar accepted and 

welcomed immigrants to somehow as their friends 

and helped them continuing their life in Yasreb. 

Before Prophet s arrival to Yasreb in his hegira, 

many single immigrants had stayed in Ghoba area 

and in Kolsom Ebne Hadam s house which named 

single s house . Of course after Soffe building and 

Mosque was built, it changed to single immigrants 

hostel. Some immigrants, specially Ghoreyshiyan, 

were spread between different Ansari races and 

Ansariyan competitively adopted immigrant families 

by balloting. Ansar reposed immigrants their house s 

possessions and shared their commodities with them. 

 Undoubtedly , all relief supports in that critical 

situation ,rooted from Holy Prophet Mohammad s 

instruction and orders. 

 

1-1-3- Insurance thematic in Quran: 

 As insurance ,with present specifications , 

belongs to the latest decade (now)and is new , its 

natural not to find any explicit word in Holy Quran 

about it.6 

 

a- Zemane Aghele: 

 In Holy Quran , in Alnesa Sura , verse 92 , it is 

said: 

و ماکان لمؤمٍه ان یَقتَُل مؤمىاً اّلا َخطَأً و َمه قَتََل مؤمىاً خطأً "  

َسلَّمةٌ الی اٌلً اّلا ان یصدقوا    ..."فتحریُر رقبٍة مؤمىٍة و دیًٌ مُّ

 And no believer should kill other believer but 

accidentally, and if it happens by fault, the killer 

should emancipate a believer slave (asatonement) or 

pay blood money to his family.  Barring they accept 

his excuse. It is said in the verse comment that 

atonement should be paid by Agheleyethat refers to 

Father, son and uncles ……The people who inherit 

person s possessions in time of his death, are equally 

responsible for paying atonement .  

 Imam Sadegh was asked about a man who had 

killed a person conscious, ran away and could not be 

found .He said: “ if he has money or wealth, 

atonement should be paid from his possessions and if 

he doesn’t have any, his family members should pay 

and if he has no relatives, Muslim s Imam should pay 

the atonement because a Muslim man s blood must 

not be wasted” .These words and sayings clearly 

show the relative s social responsibility compass as a 

group and its culture of family and tribal protective 

rules in Islam in order to get security aims . 

 

b- Brothers in faith: 

 Islam has called Muslims as a coherent society 

,with specific plan in two social and private scopes. 

Brothers in faith, brothers rights and so on ,shows a 

Social unity in Islam. We read in Holy Quran: “  اوما

 That means believers ”المومىون اخوي فاصلحوا بیه اخویکم

are brothers, so reconcile them . (verse 10.Hojorat) 
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1-2- Social service solutions in narrations: 

1-2-1- Supporting solutions: 
 According to the narrations, will be considered 

in two parts. Through social services and help, relief: 

 

1-2-1-1- Supporting solutions through social helps 

and services: 

 The necessity of helping needy and poor people 

in Islamic society , is on the base of altruism, brother 

faith and social unity. 

 

a- Supporting poor and needy:  

 In all decades, infringement and not paying 

attention to others rights, has deprived some people 

from their rights. Passing time has made these 

attitudes clear and they cannot be divided . 

So it can be said that in overgrown fortunes, poor s 

rights has gone without charging any special group 

or person. 

 

b- Supporting elderly: 

 one- Paying attention to their financial needs: 

 One day an old man who had lost his eye asking 

help from others, passed by Amire Momenin Ali and 

his fellows. Hazrat Ali asked what is the matter? 

They said that this is a Nasrani man who has to beg. 

Hazrat said: You have servitude this man when he 

was young and now he is old and feeble no one pay 

attention to him ? So he made an order helping him 

from Muslims wealth . 

 two- Paying attention to humanity and its 

greatness: 

 Prophet Mohammad said: Anyone who respect 

elderly because of their age, God takes him away 

from hell. 

 

C- Supporting indebted: 

 One- Importance of lending and promoting 

affairs: 

 Prophet Mohammad said: whoever lend money 

to his brother faith and waits for giving it back when 

everything is ok, his belongings gets pure and angles 

bless him to the time of receiving his money back. 

 two- Giving time or bestow lending money and 

debt payment: 

 Prophet Mohammad said: Who ever gives time 

to needy or poor, God will help him in this world and 

eternity. 

 

D- Supporting headless families (fatherless s 

overlooking): 

 Prophet Mohammad said: Anyone who tries in 

providing headless women and needy people is 

assumed as who works for God or the one who prays 

days and nights. 

 

1-2-1-2- Supporting solutions as reliefs: 

 First Muslims who had moved to Yasreb before 

Prophet Mohammad, could Settle in Ansar s houses 

in Ghoba. But prophet Mohammad chose a place for 

building mosque and staying there which was far 

from Ghoba and many immigrants (specially single 

immigrants) who preferred staying close to Holy 

Prophet, stayed in mosque. These people who lived 

in north part of Payamar s mosque, in a roofed 

platform place out of the mosque but connected to it 

,(means Soffein Arabic), were gradually were called 

as Soffeinhabitants .They became as paragons of 

leaving this world attractions to get in to the heaven. 

Prophet Mohammad had them under his support and 

told people to help and honor them and understand 

their work preciousness. 

 The Soffe people were so poor as they didn’t 

even had any cloths and had to go to the caves for 

passing winter. 

 

1-2-2- Insurance solutions in narrations: 

a- Jarireh Sponsor: 

 Jarireh sponsor is a person who accepts others 

crime .Sometimes Jarireh sponsorship contract is two 

sided and some time sone sided. In two sided 

contract , whenever each sides does a crime, the 

other pays the atonement , but in one way, just one of 

them is responsible for other one s crimes. 

 

b- Brotherhood contract (Aghd e Okhovvat): 

 What can be derived from words and narrations 

is that brother faith has got some steps that the most 

important is when they make Brotherhood contract 

.Feyz Kashani has said about it: Brotherhood 

contract (Aghdeokhovvat) is a relation as strong as 

marriage .So as marriage makes responsibilities and 

rights for two person, in Brotherhood contract also 

both side have responsiblilities. So being faithfull to 

Brotherhood contract is a must and necessity. 

 

2- Social services in Subjected rules: 

 Social services with modern concept, is a 

phenomenon which is grown in new industrial 

societies. There are many issues related to social 

services and its supports and pretended solutions 

under no specific name . 

 

2-1- Social services special rules: 

a-Code of comprehensive welfare and social 

security: 

 After finishing Iran and Iraq war and 5 years 

improvement program formulation and approval, the 

lack of a united structural and balance between 

organizations which are working in Iran on social 

services field ,was noticed by governmental 

attendants and social service experts. 

 

2-2- Social service blazes in common rules:  

2-2-1- Social service blazes in constitution: 

 According to acceptance the reality that “social 

service has the main importance in economical, 

social and cultural improvement and its growth is the 

main indicative for each society improvement.” 

Islamic republic of Iran s constitution ,has made clear 
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and advanced rules about social services which 

according to them, social service place and 

government s responsibilities and dues has been 

specified .But it should be mentioned that adding 

social services rules to constitution without applying 

them, is unwelcomed and this is the rules 

performance which improves social justice in real 

.The most important issue is people needs 

fulfillment. 

 

2-2-2- Social service blazes in ordinary rules: 

 There can be some issues in ordinary rules 

which relates to social service topic. 

 

a- Civil code: 

 Among pretended institutions in Iran s urban act, 

some have opened a way to social service by using 

justice rules. The importance of these rules is noticed 

when we consider that the Urban act has been 

supplied and accepted when Iran s society was at the 

beginning of legislation , so didn’t have any 

approved rule in social service and other issues . 

 

b- Islamic punishment act: 

 In Islamic punishment act, approved in 2013 , 

the responsibility of paying atonement for killing and 

crimesin many cases goes to Beytolmal and this is 

one of the most important points of Islamic social 

service rules crystallization which can be seen and 

maybe is unique in non Islamic justice systems. 

 

c- Improvement program rules: 

 We all know that permanent improvement isa 

multi dimension meaning , which for its furtherance , 

should step in to all life dimensions including 

cultural, social, economical and political affairs. 

According to that, between all 5 years improvement 

rules, specially third, fourth and fifth year programs 

also there are issues about social services and needy 

people s support and of a great importance. 

 

Conclusion:  

 As it can be seen in this research, firstly, social 

service solution and contents in Emamiye resources , 

in addition to unnecessary and moral solutions which 

is God s religion s nature, has included many 

necessary and justice solutions.It can be derivedfrom 

all narrations that un like we expected at the first of 

this research and on basis of first theory , social 

service solutions in Emamiyereligious jurisprudence 

, are of justice attribute. 

 Secondly, social service system which is 

presented in Islamic instructions, has its individual 

characteristics in a way that makes it equal or 

sometimes more sophisticated than newest changes 

in modern social tights.Also it should be mentioned 

that in Islam s justice system, social service and 

consequent supports are considered as individual 

rights not a kindness .Of course this rights appliance 

method is in fact a successful combination of 

insuring and supporting methods that includes all 

social danger and damages even in special and rare 

cases. 

 Thirdly, in Iran s concerned rules, special and 

great attention to social service, is tangible and 

specially in recent years advanced rules have been 

passed in this area that one of its most important ones 

, is social service and welfare system.Yet,we should 

say that although performed actions is a great step 

forward in improving social service ,but their 

incapability in performance ,has made them as 

unapplied slogans. Undoubtedly payingmore 

attention to social service contents capacity in 

Islamic instruction by lawmaker can speedup this 

improvement. 

 And the last word is that in parts of this research 

,beside talking about verses and narrations related to 

the subject, another topic has been mentioned and 

that is “we have talked about injustice science 

kindnesses and we hope that the most kind ,be 

satisfied with our job”. 
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